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Introduction

Data

In this work, we present an interactive visualization for the exploration of global hurricane
tracks data, collected during 1851 to 2009.
Linked perspectives with smooth interaction
are provided, which enable powerful data
selection and inspection.

Name: best-track
Source: Unisys company
Time span: 1851 to 2009
Size: 6445 hurricane trajectories,
each composed of 26 observations
on average.

Content: Every observation includes the spatial position (in latitude
and longitude), time and properties (wind speed, pressure and
level in the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Scale).

Design

Interface of the system: (a) Spatial view showing geometrical trajectory information; (b) Temporal views of ThemeRiver
and scatterplots; (c) Parallel coordinates plot showing multiple properties of the multi-dimensional data; (d) Time sliders
for two-level time range selection; (e) Control panel for system parameter settings and data classification.

Results

Data Cleaning:
A hurricane trajectory with an apparent outlier observation point is discovered, and later fixed.

Spatial Analysis:
The most powerful hurricanes in the West Pacific can be selected
by parallel coordinates, and visualized in the spatial view, with the
wind speed mapped as color in a yellow to red scale. It can be
observed that the strongest parts of these hurricanes are in the
ocean, and the wind speed decreases dramatically after landing.
However, one hurricane is able to enter the continent so deeply
to reach Mongolia. This is “Super Typhoon #8” back in 1972,
which is highlighted. It moves along an impressively twisting
trajectory, which is an interesting phenomenon, but adds difficulty
to hurricane forecast.

Temporal Analysis:
The seasonality of the hurricane acitivity from 1972 to
2009, during which 1995 is an unusually active year.
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